Cross curricular guide
Culture, media & the arts
Maths

English

Science

Humanities

Elsewhere

Finances:
Choose a
notable figure
who fell foul of
“cancel culture”.
Was there a
direct impact on
how much they
earned or their
brand? Map this
out in pairs.

Modern Prose &
Drama:
Imagine you were
trying to explain
today’s culture to
a close-minded
character from
one of your texts.
How do you think
the conversation
would go?

Physics – Inventions:
Find out about a
physicist whose
ideas were initially
considered “crazy”.
What was the
scientific reasoning
behind this? Where
would we be today
without these
ideas?

Geography –
Economic Change:
Choose a product
often promoted by
celebrities or
influencers (e.g.
cosmetics). Map
how its sales have
changed over
time in a country
of your choice.

MFL – Speaking
(Starter):
Learn a phrase in
another
language relating
to social media.
Then repeat it to
a partner. Can
they guess the
meaning? What
gave it away?

Measurement:
Work out the
average distance
covered by a
paparazzo’s
camera in
comparison with
a camera phone.
What’s the
difference in
image quality?

Non-Fiction Text
Types:
Use any examples
you’ve seen of
people being
cancelled to
come up with a
guide to keeping
your profile
squeaky-clean on
social media!

Biology – Evolution:
Can you come up
with a simple
explanation for the
biological impulses
behind “pack
mentality”? What is
it about in a group
that makes us more
inclined to act the
same way?

RE – Media:
Choose a famous
figure who you feel
is a positive role
model for young
people of a
certain faith. Write
a letter to them
outlining how they
have changed
your perspective.

Music – Film & TV:
As a class, come
up with a list of 10
celebrities. In
groups, pick one
and compose a
theme tune for
their life! Can the
rest of the class
guess who you
chose?
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